
For the use in medical profession 

Anmol 
Amrutha Varshini 

(Water Magnetizer) 
Customer care: 9247110759 

This is a Magnet therapy device useful to have better health. To be used under the guidance of an 
experienced Magnet therapist or Physiotherapist or a Doctor. This is not intended for primary 

medical care but only as a supportive one. Consult your doctor before use.  

 
 

Anmol Amrutha Varshini means Valuable Holy Nectar. 
 
This Anmol Amrutha Varshini is designed to magnetize water or other liquids. The magnetized 
material exhibits different chemical and therapeutic properties, hence to be used under the 
guidance of an experienced Magnet therapist or doctor or anyone who is proficient in this 
subject. The synergistic effect is observed to last more and comes in a rapid pace hence reducing 
the intake of medicines. The invisible and non-invasive magnetized water has many advantages 
hence doctors advise may be necessary. 
 
Anmol Amrutha Varshini is easy to use; no much prior training is required other than some 
mandatory cautions to be followed. Can be used for most of the people from ages 12 (twelve) 
and above. Another interesting factor is water magnetized by Anmol Pulsar Amrutha Varshini 
can be used even to household potted plants too for better growth. 
 
Anmol Amrutha Varshini is dual powered with solar and grid (household) power. However it’s 
much recommended to use on solar as the overall efficacy is found to be much higher than when 
compared to the same tenure of exposure taken at night or with grid power. 
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All one need to do is to place a clear glass of drinking water into the unit, in the cavity and 
switch it on. You can keep the water or any fruit juice or even some types of medicines into this. 
Wait for 15 to 20 minutes and then consume it. If you are using on solar mode, keep the solar 
panel in a well sun exposed area and the cable drawn where the main unit is kept. Do not store 
this water for a long time. It is to be consumed in 30minutes.  
 
Once the water is magnetized with Anmol Amrutha Varshini the water exhibits less surface 
tension and has better permeability. It also has increased dissolvability as Anmol Amrutha 
Varshini breaks down large clusters of water into small clusters which can be easily absorbed by 
the metabolic system, hence making nutrients more readily available to our body. We can now 
say water is to be biologically “alive”. Pulsating Electro Magnetic Field engulfs the liquid / 
material in its vicinity and thus water or the liquid attains more energy. 
 
According to Ayurveda Universe and human body are Panchabhoutic. WE can source all the 
four material like Air, Earth, Water and Fire but not Ether or space., which is the 
Electromagnetic power of the Heavenly bodies. With Anmol Amrutha Varshini you can now tap 
the celestial power. 
 
Anmol Amrutha Varshini helps to: 

1. Absorb the externally applied medication on the skin for better action 
2. Relieve acute pains on long term usage 
3. Improves health and immunity 
4. Safe, easy, simple to handle or apply  (self operative) 
5. Reduce acidity factor thus ph of body can be regulated rapidly 
6. Helps better cleansing of skin affected with acne, ulcers, wounds etc 
7. Eliminates toxic deposits slowly. 
8.  Improves digestive, nervous and urinary systems. 

 
A must for every home and a wise asset. 
 
Precautions:  

1. Should be used under the guidance or in accordance with your family doctor or with a 
person who knows how to use this Anmol Amrutha Varshini safely and with cautions. 

2. Should not be used during pregnancy 
3. Should not be used for children below 12 years 
4. Should not be used as a replacement for conventional medical treatment or as a reason to 

postpone seeing your doctor. 
5. Consumption of magnetic water too should be limited to maximum of three times / day 
6. Keep the equipment out of reach of children 
7. This unit contains a powerful magnet; hence see that any electronic or electromechanical 

devices are away from the device. They might get damaged permanently 
 
Model: Anmol Pulsar Amrutha Varshini Specifications: 

1. Solar panel of 12volts 4watts – 1no (model without solar panel is also available) 
2. AC adaptor of 12volts – 1no 
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3. Water handling base 
 
Fixing and using the unit: 
If you are using the unit on solar mode, see that the solar panel is fixed in a well lit and sun 
exposed area and the solar module / panel is aptly fixed so that air / wind issues will not disrupt 
the panel position. See that the solar panel is fixed with a little inclination so that in the event of 
rain, fog etc they will slide down easily. The best direction to fix the panel is south facing and 
inclined. Then run the wire / cable attached to the panel to the place where the subject is in place. 
The solar panel cable has a pin, attach this to the converter unit. Once you connect the cable 
switch on the device. You should now see a light will glow, if the water handling base is 
properly functioning you can feel very minute vibrations, which indicates that the unit is ready 
and functioning. 
 
If you want to run the unit with household power with the adaptor, connect the adaptor to the 
wall socket and switch on the AC power. Connect this cable to the water handling base. You 
should now see a light glowing, if the water handling base is properly functioning you can feel 
very minute vibrations, which indicates that the unit is ready and functioning. 
 
Magnetized water can also be used for household plants. This is particularly useful for creepers, 
crawlers and flowering plants. 
 
Troubleshooting: 

1. If the water handling base is not vibrating check the pin of the power input of the power 
converter. If the connections are okay then the power converter indicator too will light up 
or else the indicator will not light up. 

2. If using on solar panel mode see that the best time to operate is between 10am to 4pm 
3. If you find any of the units (water handling base or the power adaptor) are hot which is an 

anomaly, refer to servicing 
4. Do not use the adaptor given to any other device or for any other purpose. 
5. Do not use the solar panel for other necessities. 

 
Notice: This device is patented and all the instructions are given as per the findings from 
individual research and general data. Any infringement and usage of information provided and if 
the designs are copied will lead to legal complications. Use of this device is at your own 
advantage and discretion. To be used only upon advice of your family doctor or a registered 
medical practitioner or magnet-therapist. 
 
Sold and serviced by: 

Sri Sresti Marketing 
16-3-32/B, Kowtha Street, 

Purnanandampet, 
VIJAYAWADA – 520003. Andhra Pradesh. 

Phone: 927110759 
Email: srestimarketing@gmail.com website: www.srisms.com 

 


